Santa Barbara County Education Office
Curriculum Council Meeting
December 9, 2016

Marriott Hotel, Buellton  Nojoqui Falls Room*
(Formerly known as the Jockey Club)
8:30 – 11:15 a.m.

AGENDA

8:30  Coffee and refreshments
8:40  Welcome
8:45  Community Outreach: Hands Only CPR from AMR
     Shane Fabie and Philippe de L'Arbre from American Medical Response (AMR).
     AMR has been offering free training in hands only CPR for students and parents in
     our county schools as part of their community outreach to reduce the death rate
     from sudden cardiac arrest. EMTs and Paramedics will come directly to your
     school sites and provide everything needed for this training. Shane and Philippe
     will share the "why", the "what", successful models and the positive impact this has
     had on students and on the community.

9:05  LCFF Rubrics Update and Local Performance Indicators
     We will share updates on the SBE action around the rubrics and explain the use of
     Local Performance Indicators, how to meet the standards, and engage in dialogue
     about how the local and state indicators together can inform your LCAP plan.

Break

10:05  LCAP Template
     In this overview of the new three-year LCAP template, we will discuss the impact of
     a three-year static vs. rolling plan. Additionally we will demonstrate and review the
     new section, the new order of sections, changes to the orientation or inputs within
     the sections and new features and changes within the sections.

11:00  SBCEO Portal: New Feature
       Matt Zuchowicz
       New federated search feature significantly improves teachers’ ability to leverage the
       vast number of portal resources around a given topic.

11:05  Announcements, Upcoming Events
11:15  Close

Next meeting: January 27, 2017

For notes and information

*Publisher display fees generated by the SBCEO Publishers’ Fair provide funding for the meeting room and refreshments